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BOARD MEETING MINUTES 
Wednesday October 7, 2020 6:00 PM 

GoToMeeting 

Our Mission 

We reduce health inequities by providing interprofessional primary health services and 

community programs, focused on our priority populations, in collaboration with community 

partners. 

Our Vision 

A community without barriers to health and wellbeing. 

We Value 

Innovation  Excellence  Accountability  Accessibility  Healthy Communities  Sustainability  

Person-Centred 

Present: D. McDermott (Chair), Dr. D. Bakker, W. Martin, C. Merchant, J. Best, P. Nightingale, 

R. Ellery, C. Robinson 

Regrets: D. Hong, B. Farrell 

Staff: R. Devereaux, M. Kwiatkowski, K. Vsetula  

 B. Baker (recorder) 

 1.0 Welcome 

  The meeting began at 6:05pm.   

 The Chair welcomed new Director C. Robinson. 

 2.0 Guelph CHC Mission 

 ● The Chair read the Guelph CHC Mission and offered reflections, to have front of 

mind for the Directors as they move forward in the meeting. 

● D. McDermott reviewed GCHC priority populations, noting the existence of priority 

neighbourhoods.  D. McDermott expressed that our priority populations face 

barriers in accessing health care, and spoke to the Guelph CHC’s role in helping to 

address these barriers. He noted how these efforts not only improve care and health 

outcomes, but also result in savings to the health care system. 

 3.0 Land Acknowledgement 

 ● R. Ellery offered the Land Acknowledgement. 

 4.0 Declaration of Quorum for October 7, 2020 

 ● Chair declared quorum achieved. 

 5.0 Review the agenda of 7 October 2020 

 MOTION:  It was moved that the Guelph CHC Board approve the agenda for 7 October 

2020 as amended.  

 Moved by: J. Best    Seconded by: C. Merchant   Vote Carried 

 6.0 Declaration of Conflict of Interest 
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● None declared. 

 7.0 Consent Agenda 

 ● Approval of 3 June 2020 Board Minutes 

● Approval of 29 June 2020 Board Minutes 

● Receiving of the September Chief Executive Officer’s Monitoring Report – 

CEO/Board Communication 

● Receiving of the September Chief Executive Officer’s Board Report 

● Receiving of the July 24 Chief Executive Officer’s Board Report 

● Risk and Performance Dashboard Q1 

● Strategic Aims Dashboard Q1 

● 2020-2021 Board Calendar 

● Governance Committee 12 June 2020 Minutes 

● Governance Committee 9 September 2020 Minutes 

● Governance Committee Terms of Reference  

● Board Responsibilities 

MOTION:  That the Guelph CHC Board accept the Board Responsibilities policy as 

presented. 

● Board Members' Code of Conduct 

MOTION:  That the Guelph CHC Board accept the Board Members' Code of Conduct policy 

as presented. 

● Finance Committee Minutes 25 June, 2020 

● Finance Committee Minutes 29 July, 2020 

● Finance Committee Minutes 20 August, 2020 

 MOTION:  It was moved that the Guelph CHC Board approve the consent agenda for 7 

October, 2020 as presented. 

 Moved by: Dr. D. Bakker                   Seconded by:   P. Nightingale          Vote Carried  

● It was noted that the Board Code of Conduct policy needs to be adjusted to reflect 

the change in executive title. 

● Resulting from review of the Board Responsibilities policy the Board recommended 

that the Finance Committee consider creating an investment policy.  

7.1       Baker District Development – Library Changes 

● R. Devereaux updated the Board regarding a new proposal going before Council that 

substantially mitigates the risk to the Guelph CHC.  

● The Board was reminded that the Baker District Development was of particular 

interest to Guelph CHC as the location was next to the health centre’s downtown 

building, and would have resulted in a wall adjoining our building, and construction 

horseshoeing around the GCHC. 

● Guelph CHC has engaged in discussion with the developer and the City, as well as 

engaged legal counsel regarding the impact to the health centre building and 

programs. 

● City of Guelph staff will be presenting an alternative development plan to City 

Council, which involves the relocation of the library to the South end of the Baker 

street lot. The development will no longer adjoin the Guelph CHC’s building, and is 

considerably further away, thus also reducing the disruption during construction.   
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 7.2        Permanent Supportive housing update 

● R. Devereaux spoke to Guelph CHC’s leadership to advance permanent supportive 

housing in our community.   

● The Board learned of the advancement of three supportive housing projects in 

Guelph and that Kindle and Skyline will be announcing their upcoming supportive 

housing project in the coming weeks, with Guelph CHC expressly named as the 

service delivery partner. 

● R. Devereaux outlined that the service model is currently being designed with 

partners and will be brought to the Board for full engagement and education at the 

next meeting. 

● The Board learned that potential risks at present involve a draw on existing 

leadership focus, as well as a current need for funding to support staffing/operating.  

 8.0 Board Education 

 8.1       Safer Supply Programming and the Hub 

● M. Kwiatkowski thanked D. McDermott and Dr. D. Bakker for sitting on the Clinical 

Advisory Panel to provide input. 

● M. Kwiatkowski outlined the Safer Supply program, highlighting the goal of the 

program is to reduce risk of overdose and death. She advised that the program 

focuses on harm reduction rather than treatment by reducing the dependence of 

people on an unsafe supply of drugs. 

● M. Kwiatkowski highlighted the tracking system of overdoses in the community, 

noting increase due to the pandemic. 

● The Board learned about the calls to action for safer supply in our community 

currently happening at various levels of government. 

● The Board learned that the program was based on review of evidence, both 

nationally and provincially. 

● M. Kwiatkowski outlined the natural fit of the program within the model of 

comprehensive primary care with wrap-around supports already housed at the 

Guelph CHC, such as RAAC, Consumption and Treatment Services, Outreach, 

naloxone distribution and needle exchange. 

● In July 2019 Guelph CHC applied for a Safer Supply program through Health 

Canada.  Only 5 were approved across Canada; Guelph was not approved.   

● In June 2020 Health Canada funded two additional Safer Supply sites in Toronto 

during the opioid crisis and Guelph CHC continues to advocate at a federal and 

provincial level, as well as advocating with the Ministry of Health.  

● The Board heard that at present there is no additional operating funding for this 

program. 

● M. Kwiatkowski expressed that the OHT provided a letter in support of Guelph 

CHC’s advocacy for this program. 

● The Board heard about the design, criteria for eligibility and the process for the 

program, which was developed with input from clients. 

● M. Kwiatkowski reviewed risks and corresponding mitigations, including, but not 

limited to: 

o insufficient funding, mitigated by starting with a very small number clients to 

develop processes 

o clinical risk, mitigated with client education. 

o risk to GCHC, mitigate by working with pharmacies/medication not to be 

stored onsite 
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● M. Kwiatkowski outlined the plan which involves starting slow, continuing to work 

with the Clinical Advisory Panel, aligning with evidence, using a team approach and 

technology, and engaging in data collection. 

● D. McDermott outlined his communication with Board Chairs at two other CHCs’ 

with funded programs, both of which also began as non-funded programs. The 

Chairs stated that positive outcomes were achieved which outweighed negative 

impacts, expressing cautions regarding diversion of drugs to streets and potential for 

negative media, and secondly, complaints filed towards treating physicians followed 

by investigation by the College of Physicians. 

● The Board was informed that Guelph CHC is expressly communicating to its insurer, 

HIROC, to ensure appropriate coverage to the policy. 

● The Board learned the plan is to begin the program with 10 clients, selected through 

consultation with the team. The length of the pilot for the evaluation period is to be 

determined and reviewed every few months. 

● M. Kwiatkowski outlined the media approach is to develop key messages in 

consultation with Guelph CHC communication consultant, and will be shared with 

the Board.  A similar communication strategy to the opening of the Consumption 

and Treatment Services will be adopted, which involved an expanded 

communications focused following the program’s ‘soft launch.’  Municipal approval 

is not required, and with the focus on housing currently before City Council, the 

Guelph CHC will not bring a motion to Council at this time. 

● The Board requested to be informed if the program moves beyond 10 participants. 

MOTION: That the GCHC Board endorse a gradual approach to implementation of the 

Safer Supply program as presented, guided by the expertise and leadership of the Clinical 

Advisory Committee, with implementation/outcome updates to be provided to the Board on 

a quarterly basis. 

Moved by:   W. Martin                 Seconded by: J. Best               Vote Carried 

 9.0 Action Items 

 9.1       ACEs Resolutions/Alliance AGM 

● R. Devereaux directed the Board to the review of the ACEs resolutions in the 

September CEO Report, reminding the Board that the resolutions were originally 

scheduled to be presented at the Alliance AGM in June, which was rescheduled to 

November due to the pandemic. 

● R. Devereaux outlined the process which involves a Board to Board tabling of 

resolutions. R. Devereaux to share the resolutions with the Board in advance of 

November’s AGM and outlined the process which involves the Board voting to 

support each of the resolutions. 

● Guelph CHC is tabling the ACEs Resolutions in conjunction with Kingston 

Community Health Centre. Dr. D. Bakker will present the ACEs Resolution at the 

Alliance AGM. C. Robinson will attend in support. 

 

9.2         Indigenous Program Transfer 

● R. Devereaux highlighted the motion before the Board to transition the Indigenous 

Healing and Wellness Program to Southwestern Ontario Aboriginal Health Access 

Centre (SOAHAC). 

● R. Devereaux outlined that Dr. D. Bakker and herself have met with the Indigenous 

Advisory Circle over the last few months to discuss the transfer. 

● The Board learned that previous discussion involved the program transferring to De 
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dwa da dehs nye>s and that in early summer the LHIN was notified by De dwa da 

dehs nye>s that they were not able to receive the program due to other 

commitments.  This was closely followed by SOAHAC expressing interest accept 

transfer of the program. 

● R. Devereaux reminded the Board the Indigenous consultant’s report had identified 

both De dwa da dehs nye>s and SOAHAC as organizations recommended to assume 

the program. 

 ● The Board learned that in September, the Indigenous Advisory Circle voted to 

endorse transfer of program to SOAHAC.   

● The SOAHAC Board has voted to accept the Indigenous Healing and Wellness 

Program and motion to transfer is before the Guelph CHC Board this evening.  

● Once the Board votes to support the transfer, the organizations will jointly submit a 

letter expressing the commitment to this voluntary integration to the LHIN.  The 

LHIN Board will subsequently vote on whether to stop the voluntary transfer. 

● R. Devereaux outlined that preliminary conversations with SOAHAC highlight their 

commitment to honour the Guelph CHC Board’s must-haves, with a commitment to 

not disrupt programming and staffing models, which have been informed by the 

community.   

● R. Devereaux recommended the Board to vote in support of the transfer and outlined 

that Guelph CHC has engaged in a comprehensive risk review with legal counsel, 

including employee considerations and communications with SOAHAC regarding 

any areas of outstanding risk.  

● The Board enquired and heard that a reconciliation period will be in place to ensure 

that any outstanding program expenses will be managed within the existing 

program budget. 

 MOTION:  That in keeping with our commitment to Indigenous Health in Indigenous 

Hands, the GCHC Board endorses the voluntary transfer of accountability, funding, 

programs/services and staffing resources inclusively, of the Indigenous Healing and 

Wellness Program to the Southwestern Ontario Aboriginal Health Access Centre. 

 Moved by:  Dr. D. Bakker                    Seconded by:   P. Nightingale                 Vote Carried 

 10.0 OHT Update 

 10.1    OHT Strategic Governance Counsel 

● D. McDermott outlined that the OHT Strategic Governance Counsel met September 

17 and reviewed the governance plan, which involves planning for the strategic plan 

and the model of governance. 

● The Board learned of the importance to align the Board schedule with the OHT 

work. 

● D. McDermott indicated that a subcommittee, on which he sits, has been formed to 

review governance models. 

● R. Devereaux sits on the OHT Steering Committee and provided an update sharing 

that it is actively prioritizing its focus, which includes Tier 3 and Tier 5 Mental 

Health and Additions work, such as Safer Supply.  

 11.0 Committee Updates 

   11.1       Finance Committee 

  11.1 1    1st Quarter Financials - LHIN Funded Financials 

● P. Nightingale highlighted several items from the consent agenda providing further 

clarity. 
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● P. Nightingale provided an update regarding the CRA HST Audit, stating that BDO 

outlined that a preliminary judgment indicated the Guelph CHC is expected to 

receive the HST rebate. 

● The Board learned that $130K from the Community Infrastructure Renewal Fund 

(CIRF) was received to support retrofitting main floor bathrooms, HVAC and door 

replacement. 

● P. Nightingale shared next steps are in place where more detail to be provided on 

balance sheets in the Board package. 

● P. Nightingale outlined the Finance Committee’s meeting with The SEED to review 

the program’s budget forecast for remainder of the year. It was shared that The SEED 

expenses are more than revenues, due to their pivot to provide emergency food 

distribution, and their need to discontinue much of their social enterprise work due to 

the pandemic.   

● The Board heard that following direction from the LHIN, COVID-19 related expenses 

are being tracked, and managed using existing budget surpluses, unless the 

organization is experiencing cash flow challenges. 

● P. Nightingale indicated that overall, the Guelph CHC is in a positive/surplus 

position. 

● P. Nightingale highlighted higher legal resulting from a recent human resources 

investigation.  

MOTION:  That the Guelph CHC Board approves the 1st Quarter LHIN funded Financial 

Statements as presented.  

 Moved by:  C. Merchant             Seconded by:  C. Robinson             Vote Carried 

1st Quarter Financial Statement -  Other Funds Fiscal Year 

● P Nightingale gave an overview of the Other Funds, stating the most notable item, 

being The SEED’s expenditures in excess of revenue, noting they began the year with 

reserves.  The SEED’s focus is on matching expenditures to revenue based on 

donations received. 

● It was noted that the Finance Committee will have an advisory role towards The 

SEED as the team develops a social enterprise/commercial model. 

● It was noted that The SEED is currently receiving significant donations but also 

experiencing increased costs.  This is being closely monitored. 

 1st Quarter Financial Statement -  Other Funds Calendar Year 

MOTION:  That the Guelph CHC Board approves the 4th Quarter Other Funds funded 

Financial Statements as presented.  

Moved by:  C. Merchant              Seconded by:   C. Robinson                 Vote Carried  

 12.0 Information Sharing 

● October 5-11 is Community Health & Wellness Week 2020.  R. Devereaux outlined that 

the Guelph CHC drafted a thank you letter to community partners which was shared 

directly with partners as well as on social media. 

 13.0 In Camera 

MOTION:  It was moved that the Guelph CHC Board of Directors including staff: R. 

Devereaux and B. Baker enter into a confidential agenda. 

Moved by:    J. Best                   Seconded by:   R. Ellery               Vote Carried 

13.1     Approval of 3 June 2020 In Camera Minutes  
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MOTION: That the Guelph CHC Board approve In Camera Minutes of 3 June, 2020. 

Moved by:    W. Martin            Seconded by:   R. Ellery                Vote Carried 

10.2     Indigenous Healing and Wellness Program Human Resources Update 

MOTION: That the Guelph CHC Board of Directors enter into a confidential agenda. 

Moved by:   P. Nightingale      Seconded by:   J. Best                    Vote Carried 

MOTION: That the Guelph CHC Board of Directors adjourn the In Camera session. 

Moved by:       Seconded by:                                 Vote Carried 

11.0 Adjournment  

Moved by:     Dr. D. Bakker                    Vote Carried 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:06 PM 

The Board will next meet on Wednesday, November 4, 2020, 6:00PM  

Signed: Date: 
 

 


